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Cormaic is a Time Walker, born of a bloodline infused with ancient magic. His father taught him to

protect his kin at all cost, a vow Cormaic honored for all of his days - that is, until a drunken night of

mourning and a foolish attempt to bend the rules of time travel send him hurtling forward in time to

2013.Jule McLachlan discovers the soused Norseman lying in her cabbage patch blabbering about

traveling through time, so she dares him to prove his ridiculous claims. Soon she is kicking herself

for not shooting him with her rifle as they are thrust back in time to fifteenth century

Scotland.Trapped in 1430 with his own ancestors, suddenly everything Cormaic ever knew about

his history takes on new meaning. With an obstinate woman from the future under his protection

and no idea how to set things right, he must discover a way to keep them both alive - while keeping

his oath of honor intact.
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I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review.(Spoilers)You've been

warned............Let me start by saying that I am huge EB Brown Fan. Loved the Time Walkers series



and this book is spin-off from that series. It picks up after Makedewa's wife Rebecca died. If you

haven't read the series by now, you should as some information might make you question what is

going on in this story.We start in Virginia in 1634. Cormaic is feeling lost in his own home and is

openly defying his Chief, (Winn) by teaching his cousin Maggie (Winn's wife) to fight with a sword.

He uses his blood stone in a drunken fit and launches himself into 2014 where he lands in the

cabbage patch of Jule McLachlan, the last blooded McLachlen of her line. Form there we discover

Jule threw herself through time as a child to avoid becoming used and discarded (killed when they

couldn't breed anymore) like her mother and all other blooded ones before her.Cormaic is trying to

get himself home and Jule helps him by carving a rune in his skin to send him home. Little does she

know that the rune returns them back to her time in 1430's Scotland. 20 years after she left. From

here we meet a host of characters who are all related to Cormaic in one way or another through

their time traveling family and the despicable Torquil McKintosh. We learn of clan feuds, there are

deaths, promises made, hearts broken and a whole slew of trouble, romance, pain and longing

through out the entire series in this book. The one thing that threw me for a loop and made me drop

it down 1/2 a star was the week (or few days) where Jule and Alexander were hostages of Torquil

Mckintosh. (Time got confusing for me as in one instance I thought it had been a week but might

have turned out to be shorter.
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